These sorts of meetings can only "drill down" so far on issues among 100 participants. So there's a superficiality that is perhaps unavoidable and is unavoidable. But there has to be a way to move the public discussion beyond just simple issues of concern to a more focused series of tangible steps city and its leaders can take to respond to citizen concerns. In short, we need community conversation 2.0 to move this conversation along.

The city is in a precious position promoting itself as the "hottest" bud. It is moving more geographically. In the end, are we really keeping up with the pace of change? In short, we need community conversation 2.0 to move this conversation along.
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A little better advertising on what to expect prior to attending. (ex format, process, etc) Timeline on when this info will be compiled, analyzed and acted upon. Just let participants know.

10079582906 2018-06-22 9:20:11 2018-06-22 9:20:48 06/20/2018 10 Local beer and wine! I hope to see these concerns really truly addressed. I appreciate the format and the assigned seating. I just really appreciate the fact the city set this up. Well done!

10079581701 2018-06-22 9:19:37 2018-06-22 9:20:27 06/20/2018 9 Have less intro time by elected officials. Dr. Jen kept responses moving! Bonnie was very good facilitator. Maybe some beer and wine My facilitator did a great job! Thanks for this!

10079578531 2018-06-22 9:16:51 2018-06-22 9:18:20 06/20/2018 8 It would be great to be contacted with the results from these workshops. Thanks to Jen for putting this together!

10079571171 2018-06-22 9:11:49 2018-06-22 9:14:09 06/20/2018 10 I think the format of the small group discussions then sharing out the top 3 items from the small group discussion was very effective - especially for hearing the different perspectives from small and large shareouts. Good process and facilitation, more please!

10079560315 2018-06-22 9:05:49 2018-06-22 9:08:04 06/20/2018 8 Presentation on what is happening to set the scene on why we are growing, what tools does the city have and what are the road blocks from other gov agencies. Could have been more people to fill up empty chairs. I knew it was "sold out" at one time and then it opened up again. But people cancel and people no show. It's very happy to see the city taking this step to hear input from its citizens.

10079554376 2018-06-22 9:04:08 2018-06-22 9:04:44 06/20/2018 8 Open it to more people. Reduce amount of time about city growth positives. These are more concerns and fears about how city will address.